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ABSTRACf

The paper links the class of nonnegative definite linear-quadratic optimal control

problems to a subset of the set of real symmetric matrices that satisfy the dissipa

tion inequality. This important subset is characterized by means of a certain alge

braic Riccati equation and a linear condition. Moreover, we attach every positive

semi-definite element of the subset in a one-to-one way to a certain subspace of a

properly defined factor space. If the input weighting matrix in the cost functional

is positive semi-definite, then the known results on bijective relations between

positive semi-definite solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation and certain sub

spaces of the state space are recovered.
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1. Introduction

It is well-known [9] that the optimal cost of an infinite horizon Linear-Quadratic optimal Control

Problem (LQCP) is represented by a certain real symmetric solution K of the corresponding Alge

braic Riccati Equation (ARE) if the input weighting matrix in the cost criterion is positive

definite (i.e. if the LQCP is regular). In fact, the set of solutions of the ARE can be interpreted as

the set of solutions K of the Dissipation Inequality (01) F (K) ~ 0 for which the rank of F (K) is

minimal [11]. If the LQCP under consideration is singular, then the ARE is not defined.

Now it was proven recently [3], that the optimal cost for a general LQCP is characterized by a

certain rank minimizing solution of the VI (and thus, in particular, by a solution of the ARE in
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case of a regular LQCP). Thus, the set of these solutions of the 01 is of interest.

In this paper we will present a representation of this set in terms of an inclusion and a certain

ARE. If the LQCP is regular, then this ARE turns into the usual ARE and the inclusion will be

automatically satisfied. Hence our results cover both the regular and the singular case.

Next, we will provide a classification in the spirit of [11] of all positive semi-definite rank minim

izing solutions of the 01, since these matrices are the only possible candidates for representing

optimal costs of LQCPs. We will establish that every LQCP generates one of these matrices, but

also that every positive semi-definite rank minimizing solution of the 01 represents the optimal

cost for some LQCP. Again, if the input weighting matrix in the cost criterion is positive definite,

then we reobtain well-recognized results on the positive semi-definite solutions of the ARE [1],

[8], also [2].

We will rely heavily on [2] and [4]. From [4] we will deduce that the set of rank minimizing solu

tions of the 01 may be studied by means of a reduced order ARE. In [2] the positive semi-definite

solutions of the ARE have been investigated under weaker pre-assumptions than the ones usually

made [1], [8]. Since also in the present paper we will only assume (A, B)-stabilizability, the only

thing that remains to be done is: Re-interpret [2] in our context. We will do this by switching fre

quently from the set of rank minimizing solutions of the 01 to the above-mentioned reduced order

ARE and vice versa, Le. by jumping from [4] into [2] and conversely. Hence, once more, the

ARE as a concept plays the major role. Somewhere up there, in the skies, Count Jacopo must be

smiling.

2. Preliminaries

We consider the finite dimensional linear time-invariant system ~:

x(t) =Ax (t) +Bu (t), x (0) =Xo ,

y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t) ,

and the quadratic cost criterion

00

J(xo, u) = J y'(t)y(t)dt
o

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

(2.2)

Here, u(t) E JR m, x(t) E JRn and yet) E JRr for all t~ 0, the system coefficients of

~ = (A, B, C, D) are real and constant and (without loss of generality) we assume that rank

[~] =m, rank [C D1=r. Further, (A, B) is assumed to be stabilizable and the inputs u are ele·

ments of C':m :=
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(2.3)

the space of controls that are smooth on [0,00). With x =X(XO' U),y =y(XO' u) we indicate the

dependence ofx, y on x°and u.

Now. let T c JRfl be a given subspace, then we define

(x/r)(OO) := lim (x (xo. u)/r)(t) •
t~

(2.4)

where (XIT) is defined in the usual way [13] by (XIT)(t) = P(x(t», P denoting the canonical pro

jection of JRfl on JRlI/r. Then we can state the Linear-Quadratic Control Problem (LQCP) with

stability modulo T as follows.

(LQCP)T: For all xo. determine

h(xo) := inf{J(xo. u) I u E C':m such that (x/r)(oo) = O} , (2.5)

(2.6)

and for all Xo determine, if one exists, all optimal controls u* E C':m (Le. a control u* E C':m

such that h(xo) =J(xo, u*».

Proposition 2.1 [9]

There exists a real symmetric matrix K r such that, for all xo, h(xo) =xo'Krxo·

In the present paper we are interested in the set of real symmetric matrices K for which there

exists a subspace TK such that, for all Xo, hx(xo) =xo'Kxo: we will not elaborate on the determi

nation of corresponding optimal inputs.

Now it is known [9] that the matrix Kr from Proposition 2.1 is a solution of the dissipation ine

quality (DI) F (K) ~ 0, where, for any real symmetric n x n matrix K,

[
C'C +A'K +KA KB + C'D]

F (K) := B'K +D'C D'D .

Thus, if

r:= (K E JRlI><n I K =K', F(K)~ O} ,

r+ := {K E r I K~ O} ,

(2.7)

then we have that KT E r+. Next, if T (s) =D + C (sf - Ar I B (s E C) denotes the transfer matrix

corresponding to L, then the rank of T(s) over the field of rational functions (the norm rank of

(T (s» is denoted by p.
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Lemma 2.2 [10]

IfK E r, then rank (F(K»~ p.

Lemma 2.2 invites us to introduce a subset of r, namely

r min := {K E r I rank (F (K» = p} ,

the set of rank minimizing solution of the dissipation inequality. It is of interest because of

Theorem 2.2 [9], [3, Theorem 4-2 (a)], [6, Chapter 2]

Let KT be the real symmetric matrix from Proposition 2.1. Then KT Ermin'

If the LQCP modulo T is regular (Le. if ker(D) == 0), then r min is easily found. Let

cp(K) := C'C + A'K + KA - (KB + C'D)(D'D)-l (B'K +D'C) ,

then r =(K E JRnxn I K =K', cp(K) ~ O}

and r min = (K E /Rnxn I K =K', cp(K) =O} ,

(2.8)

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

[11]. Thus, r min equals the set of solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE). However, if

(LQCP)T is singular (ker(D) :I- 0), then the quadratic matrix function cp(K) of (2.9a) is not defined.

Now we will give a representation of r min that captures both the case ker(D) =0 and the case

ker(D):I- O. It is of the form

r min =(K E JRnxn I K =K', W c ker(K), 4l(K) =O} (2.10)

-
Here 4l(K) is a quadratic matrix function that equals 4l(K) (2.9b) if ker(D) =0 and W =W(~) is a

system dependent subspace. In [7] W is called the strongly reachable subspace and it is given an

intetpretation in terms of distributions from the class of impulsive-smooth distributions

C~p (=:> C~m)' see also [4, Lemma 3.4]. These distributional inputs have been proposed in order

to deal with the difficulty that for singular problems optimal inputs need not exist within C~m ([7,

Example 2.11D. Since we are merely concerned with optimal costs rather than optimal controls,

we will give an alternative characterization of the subspace W. First, let

v = V~) := (xo E /Rn I 3uec:. \::Ip-o :y(xo, u) =O} , (2.11)

the system dependent space of weakly unobservable states. It turns out that V is the largest sub

space L for which there exists a feedback F: JRn ~ JRm such that (A + BF) L c L, (C + DF)

L =0 ([7, Theorem 3.lOD. Dually, W =W~) is the smallest subspace K for which there exists a

G : JRr ~ JRn such that (A + GC) K c K, im(B + GD) c K ([7, Theorem 3.15]). We state
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without proof that W =0 if and only if ker(D) =0 and hence the inclusion in (2.10) is automati

cally satisfied in case of regular LQCPs.

Our second major result will concern the intersection of r min and r+. We already saw that

KT Ermin (') r+. Also the converse is true: If K Ermin (') r+, then there exists a subspace TK

such that, for all xo, h/C(xo) =xo'Kxo. In fact we will link every K Ermin (') r+ in a one-to-one

manner to a certain subspace of m. n
:= JRn/w . Since W = 0 if ker(D) = 0, the known bijective

relations between positive semi-definite solutions of the ARE and subspaces of m. n ([8], [1], [2D

are recovered.

3. The characterization of r min

Let us recall the system equations in Section 2; they read

X=Ax +Bu, Xo ,

Y =Cx+Du .

(3.la)

(3.lb)

If qo := rank (D), then there exists a regular transformation So such that DSo =[Do, 0] with Do

left invertible (rank (D 0) =q0) and we will take So =1m if q0 =m (note that So can be chosen

such that SOl =So', see [3, Appendix ID. Set BSo=: [B 0, B0], then u =: So[wo', wo']' yields

y=Cx+Dowo,

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

- -
and Bois easily seen to be left invertible. Also, im(B 0) c W (Section 2). This input transforma-

tion corresponds in [4, Section 4] to the first part of step 0 of the generalized dual structure algo

rithm, a generalization of the dual version ([7, Section 4]) of Silverman's structure algorithm.

This generalized dual structure algorithm turns out to be an appropriate instrument for represent

ing r min (2.8). From [4, Theorem 6.2] and [3, Lemma 3.1] we borrow the next result.

Theorem 3.1

There exist real n x (p - qo) and r x (p - qo) matrices B add and D add with rank (D add ) =P - qo,

such that rank ([Do, D add]) =P and such that the following holds.

Let for any K E lR nxn ,

~K) := C'C +A'K +KA - (K~ + C'D)(D'D)-l (~'K+D'C) , (3.3)
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then

r={Ke JRnxn IK=K',Wcker(K),~(K)~O}

and

r min ={K e JRnxn I K =K', W c ker(K), ~(K) =O}

It holds that jj add =AWl, D add =CW 1 for a certain left invertible real matrix WI which is such

that irn(W 1) EB (W n (C-1 irn(D))) =W.

Remark 3.2

Note that if qo =m, then B add and D add are not appearing in Theorem 3.1 and B o =B, Do =D.

Since in this case also W =0, we then indeed reobtain (2.9b).

Also, we establish that dim(Wz) = dim(W) - p + rank (D) if Wz := W n (C-1irn(D)). Hence

norm rank (T(s)) =p =rank (D) + dirn(W) - dim(W n (C-1im(D))).

Let us introduce the following matrices:

A o :=A -Bo(Do'DorIDo'C ,

Co :=(/ -Do(Do'DorIDo') C

These matrices can be interpreted as the result of the preliminary state feedback law

iVo =-(Do'DorID o'cx+wo ,

since if we apply (3.5) to (3.2), then the resulting system is of the form

y=Cox+Dowo,

with Do'C 0 =0 (compare [12, (3a)]).

We also note that C-1im(D) =ker(C 0) (thus Wz =W n ker(C 0)) and

since (Theorem 3.1) [Do, D add ] =[Do, CW tl is left invertible.

Now, let for any K e JRnxn

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

(3.5)

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(3.7)
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and for any such K for which also W c ker(K) we then define

'I'(K) := lPo(K) - (<!>o(K»W ILilW I '(<!>o(K» .

(3.8)

(3.9)

Then 'I'(K) is a quadratic matrix function in K since lPo(K) WI = Co'D add + KB add. It has some

ties with Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.3

It holds that r={KE lRflX1lIK=K',Wcker(K),'I'(K)~O}and rmin={KE rl'l'(K)=O}.- -
Moreover, if W I is another left invertible matrix such that im(W I) Ef> W2 = W, then 'I'(K) =

lPo(K) - (<!>o(K»W leW I'Co'CoW IrlW1'(lPo(K».

Proof. In [5, Appendix] it is shown that <!>(K) (3.3) equals 'I'(K) and thus the first two claims fol

low from Theorem 3.1. Next, let W2 = im(W2) with W2 left invertible, then there exists matrices- --
X ll and X 12 , X ll invertible, such that WI =WIX ll +W2X12. Hence WI'CO'COW I =

Xll'LIX ll and (<l>o(K»W I = (<!>o(K» WIX ll , since W2 cker(Co). The last claim is now

immediate.

Remark 3.4

Theorem 3.3 tells us that we have complete freedom in choosing a left invertible W I such that

im(W I) Ef> W 2 = W. Also, note (again) that if ker(D) = 0 then 'I'(K) = <!>(K) (2.9a).

Next, we define (see Theorem 3.1)

~ := A - ~(D'DrlD'C ,

f := (I -D(D'D)-ID')C ,

and~(K) :=~ -~(D'Drl~'K ,

(3. lOa)

(3. lOb)

(3.lOc)

for any real symmetric n x n matrix K that satisfies KW = O. Also, the smallest ~-invariant sub

space contained in ker(f) is denoted by < ker(f) I~ >.

Proposition 3.5 [4, Lemmas 4.2-4.4]

It holds that~W c W (and thus ~(K» W c W) and that V + W = < ker(f) I ~ >.
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Remark 3.6

The "output injection" G :=-~(Q'DrID' is such that (A + GC)W c Wand im(B +GD) c W

(Section 2). This is noted in [4, Section 4].

Thus, if JRTl := JRTl/w = {x + W I x E lR Tl } and Po denotes the canonical projection of JRTl on

JRTl (Pox =i, with i =x + W, see e.g. [13]), then we establish from Proposition 3.5 that the

induced maps of ~ and ~(K) (3.10), J and J(K), are defined and we have that
- -
~o =P~, (d(K»Po =Po~(K).

Recalling (3.4), (3.7), we introduce

(3.11)

and since p 2 =P, we establish that P stands for a projection onto im(W I)' As in Theorem 3.3, let- - - -
W I be left invertible and such that im(W I) E9 W2 =W, and redefine L I and P conformably to

(3.7) and (3.11). The matrices defined in (3.10) now can be expressed in terms of (3.4).

Proposition 3.7

The following equalities are valid:

A =Ao(/-P) ,

f. =C0(/ - P) ,

~(K) =A o - (Bo(Do'DorIBo' +AoW ILilW l'Ao')K .

Further, if ~ :=Ao(/-P) and ~(K):= A o - (Bo(Do'Do)-IBo' +AoWli~IWI'Ao')K, then
- - --
~We W and ~(K» We W. If ~ and 4(K) denote the corresponding induced maps, then
- -- - - -
4 =~,4(K)=~(K).

Proof. The first three statements follow from [3, Lemma 3.6, (3.16)]. Next, it holds that~W I =0

by construction, and 4W2 =AOW2 (W2 cker(Co». From e.g. [7, (3.14)] it is easily seen that- -
AoW2 C W. Thus, ~We W and (KW =0) (~(K» We W. Finally, write (as in the proof of

Theorem 3.3) WI = W IX 11 + W2X 12 (X 11 invertible) and it follows directly that
- - - - -

im(P -P) c W2 and hence im(~ -~) c W. Thus ~Po =Po~ =Po~ =~o. The last claim is
shown analogously.
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Remark 3.8

- --
From the foregoing proof it is obvious that if C := C 0(1 - P) then C = C. Also, we establish that- - -- -
the induced maps ~ and ~(K) (KW =0) are independent of the choice we make for the left inver-

tible matrix WI such that im(W1) ~ W2 = W.

Combining Theorem 3.1 and (3.lOa) - (3.10b) yields us the observation that K E /Rnxn is an ele

ment ofrmin (2.8) if and only if

KW =0 and f'C +~'K +Kd - K~(D'Drl~'K =0 . (3.12)

(4.1)

In particular, K+ := K 0 and K- := K JR" (see Theorem 2.3) satisfy (3.12) and it holds that K+, the

matrix representing the optimal cost for the LQCP with stability [11], [10], [12], [3], is the largest

real solution of the DI F (K) ~ 0 (2.6). Thus, obviously, K+ is the largest solution of r min.

Recently [4, Corollary 6.4], it has been shown that K-, the matrix characterizing the optimal cost

for the LQCP without stability, is the smallest real positive semi-definite rank minimizing solution

of the DI. In other words, K- Ermin n r+ and if K Ermin n r+ then K ~ K- (and thus for all

subspaces T, indeed K+ ~ KT~ K-). Also [12], [4], ker(K-) =V + W =<ker(f.) I~ > (Proposi

tion 3.5). In the final Section we will link every K Ermin n r+ bijectively to a subspace of

/Rn = /Rn/w .

4. A classification of all elements of r min n r+

Now let us look more carefully at the set r min n r+. Since every K Ermin n r+ satisfies (3.12)

and ~W c W (Proposition 3.5), we can study r min n r+ by means of a reduced order ARE. For,

if W is of full column rank such that im(W) =W and We' left invertible, is such that [W, We] is

invertible with inverse [t] ,then A, §. and C decompose (w.r.t. [W, W, J) into

[A11 A12] [B 1]
o A 22 ' B 2 ,[0 C 2]

with C2 =CWe,A 22 =Le~We and so forth. The zero blocks follow from Proposition 3.5. In

addition, every K E r transforms into [~ :,] and we will denote K+ and K- by [~ ;'] and

[~ :,] , respectively. Thns, every K Ermin () r' corresponds to a K, that satisfies (0 ~) K2 ~
K 2 ~ K1: and <P2(K2) =0 with

(4.2)
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Note that K = Lc'K 2Lc and K 2 = Wc'KWc . Throughout this Section we will leap from a K E r+
satisfying (3.12) to a K 2 ~ 0 satisfying (4.2) and conversely.

Lemma 4.1 [4, Lemma 5.6]

The pair (A 22, B 2) is stabilizable if and only if (A, B) is stabilizable.

Since (A 22, B 2) is stabilizable, we can use all results on the set of positive semi-definite solutions

of (4.2) that are stated in [2]. For a full understanding of [2] we will need some notational con

ventions. If XM(S) = P (s) = det(s/ - M) (s E C) denotes the characteristic polynomial of the

linear map M: X -+ X (X is given linear space), then P can be factored uniquely into

p =p_. Po' P+, where p-(Po,P+) are real monic polynomials with all roots in C- (Co, C+). If

X-eM) (Xo(M), X+(M)) are defined by ker(p_(M)) (ker(po(M)), ker(P+(M))), then these sub

spaces are M-invariant and the restriction of M to X-eM) (Xo(M), X+(M)), M I X-eM)

(M I XO(M), M I X+(M)), has characteristic polynomialp_(po,P+).

Now let w := dim(W) and

A Z2 :=A 22 -B2(D'Dr1B 2'K2 ,

d2 := (Iq - Kz), V20 := ker(d 2) ,

V2 := <ker(C 2) I A 22 > ,

V! :=X+(A 22 I V2) .

Proposition 4.2 [2, Corollaries 3.5-3.6, Corollary 3.10]

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

(4.3c)

(4.3d)

The subspaces V20 and V! are independent and span /Rn-w. Furthermore, An V20 c V20 ,

O(AZ2 I V20 ) c C-, ker(K2) = V2 and ker(K!) =X-(A22 I V2 ) E9 XO(A22 I V2).

Remark 4.3

Vo := ker(d), d :=K+ - K- (4.4)

then~-yo c Vo [2, Lemma 3.1], but not necessarily o~- I yo) c "i-.
Further, it will be no difficulty to see that WEB We V 20 = Yo, that WEB We V 2 = V + W and that

W E9 We(X-(A 22 I V2) EB XO(A 22 I V2)) =ker(K+) (if We is another left invertible matrix such- - -
that W E9 im(WJ = JR n

, and (4.1)-(4.3) are redefined yielding V20 , V2 etc., then there are
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-
matrices X 12 and X22 such that We = WX 12 + WeX 22, X22 invertible, and it is easy to show that- - - -
W E9 We Vw = W E9 WeV20, W E9 We Ve = W E9 WeV2, etc.). Also, it is clear that (Proposition

3.5) cr(A22 IV2)=~ I(V+W)/w) = cr~ IPo(V+W»((V+W)/w = Po(V+W». It is proven in [3,

Appendix 2] that this set of eigenvalues equals cr* (1:), the set of invariant zeros [13] of the system

1:. Ifker(D) = 0 then 0"" (1:) = cr(A 0 I V) where (2.11), (3.4) V = < ker(C 0) IA 0 >.

Let K be a real symmetric n x n matrix (or a corresponding map) such that We ker(K). Then
- -n

[13] we are allowed to define K := IR ~ m. n by (X = x + W)

Ki:=Kx (4.5)

and, since x= Pox, we have that KP 0 = K. Moreover, the map K defined by (4.5) is unique. Con

versely, if T: IR n ~ m. n denotes a linear map, then there exists a unique map L : m. n ~ m. n ,
- - ---+

with W c ker(L), such that L = T. In fact, L = TP o. Let K and K correspond to K- and K+ and

observe that ker(K-) = P 0(V + W).

Then, set V+ := W E9 WeV! (4.3d) and (4.4)-(4.5)

(4.6)

and let Xand X- be the induced maps of~ and ~- = ~(K-).

Theorem 4.4

- - -+ - - -+-n
It holds that Vo =ker(~), that V =X+~ I (V + W)/w) and that Vo E9 V = m. . In addition,

J-Vo c Vo and crcJ- I yo) c C-.

Proof. We have (Remark 4.3, (4.3)-(4.6» Vo = {WeV20 + WI v20 E V20}, ~= {WeX2 +
W I ~2X2 = O} and thus Vo = ker(~). Analogously, V+ = {Wev! + W I v! E V!} and since V! =

X+(A 22 I V2) with V2 = <ker(Cz) I A Z2 >, we find that V+ = X+(J I (V + W)/w). Next, it is

easily seen that J-Vo = J-poVo = Po~-Vo cPoVo = Vo. Thus, let J-vo = AVO for a Vo E Vo,

VO:F- 0, Le., let ~-vo - AVO E W for a Vo E Vo, Vo Iii!! W. We can write Vo = WeV20, V20 E V20,

Vw :F- 0 and it follows that AZ2Vw = AVzo. Then, from Proposition 4.2 we deduce that AE C- and,
- -+-n

finally, that Vo E9 V = IR .

- -+ -
Next, let VI c V . For every VI E VI there exists a v! E V! such that VI = WeV! + W. More-

over, vi is easily found to be unique. Set V21 := {v! EVil Wev! + W E VI} then V21 is clearly

a subspace of V!. Moreover, if JV1 c VI, then we find that, necessarily, A 22V21 C VZI. Con

versely, every subspace VZ1 of V! generates a unique subspace VI = {WeV21 + WI V21 E V21 }
-+ -- -

of V and if A 22VZ1 c V21 then~VI c VI'
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Also, if VI :=WE9WeV21 , then VI =POV1, i.e. V1=P"r/VI, where rr}(S):=
- - -f1 --I -f1 -

{x E lR fI I Pox E S} (S a subspace of lR ). If Ii. (H):= {x E lR I Ii. xE H} (H a subspace of
- --I - --I -

IR fI
), then we define V2 := Ii. [(POl (VI)).1] (= Ii. (Vf)). For every X E V2 there exists a unique

X2 E lR fI
-
w such that x= WeX2 + W. Now Li x= Lc'li.2x2 and we deduce that for all V21 E V21 ,

X2'li.2V21 =0. Set V22:= {X2 E lR fI
-
w I WcX2 + WE V2}, then we have found that V22 =

li.zl(Vtd. Conversely, if for a given subspace V21 cV! (generating VI, see above) we define
-1.1 - - --I -I - J..

V22 := li.2 (V21) and V2 := {WeV22 + WI V22 E V2}, then V2 = Ii. [(Po (VI)) ]. Also, note that

ifV2 := W E9 WeV22, then V2 =1i.-1(Vf), VI (\ V2 = Wand V2 =PoV2.

Let 4 + := 4 (K+), then we arrive at the main result of this Section.

Theorem 4.5

Let V I be a subspace of V+ such that 1"I C VI' If "2 := Ii.-I [(POl (VI)).1], then VI E9 V2 = lR
fI

•

-+- - -+ - -- - -f1 -
Moreover,4 V2 c V2 and a(~ I V2) C C . Let P denote the projection of lR onto VI along

V2, then K =LPo with L = K-P +K\i-P) =K\i-P) is an element of r min (\ P. Con

versely, for every K Ermin (\ r+ there exists a unique V I C V+ such that all above-mentioned

conditions are true and such that K = L.

Proof. From the above we have V21 c V! and V22 = Ii.2"1 (Vtl) and A 22V21 C V21 . According to

Theorem 3.12 in [2], it holds that A!2V22 cV22 ,a(A!z I V22)cC- and V21 E9V22 = lR fI
-
w

. + -, -1-, + -+- - -+ - -- - - -f1
(wlthA22 :=A22 -B2(Q D) B 2 K2). Hence 4 V2 c V2, a(4 I V2) c C and VI EEl V2 = lR .

Then, let P 2 denote the projection onto V21 along V22. If P: lR fI ~ lR fI is defined by
- -f1 -f1

P := WcP 2Le, then clearly We ker(P). Thus, let P: lR ~ lR denote the induced map of P. It
-- - - -- --

holds that PVI =PPoVI = POPV I =PoWeV21 = VI and PV2 = P OPV2 =0, i.e., P is the projec-
- - -+ -- --- -

tion onto VI along V2. Since V cker(K ), we have K P = O. Now K 2 = K2P2 +
K!(If1-W -P2)= K!(/f1-w -P2) is a positive semi-definite solution of (4.2). Hence LPo =
-+ - - -+
K (/ -P)Po = K+ -K PoP = K+(/ -P)= L'e(K!(/f1-w -P2)) Le E r min (\ P. The converse

is now immediate by, again, [2, Theorem 3.12].

Remark 4.6

From the foregoing it is easily understood that 4 +V2 C V2 and that VI + V2 = lR fl. Recall that

4 -v1 C V I' but VI (\ V2 = W. Also, the matrix P in the proof of Theorem 4.5 stands for a pro

jection (P 2 = P), but P is certainly not unique w.r.t. the choice for We; if (Remark 4.3)- -
We = WX 12 +WeX 22 (X 22 invertible) then the resulting projection, to be denoted by P, equals

P + WX 12xIILeP, However, the induced map of P, P, is independent of the choice for We' In

addition, LP0 = K+(/ - P) is independent of We(W c ker(K+)).
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As a result from Theorem 4.5. we will say that K Ermin (1 r is supported by
- -+ - - -+ =-+
VI C V =X+~ I (V + W)/w). Suppose that VI C V and VI C V with corresponding K,

KErmin (1 r. Let V2l C Vi and "21 C Vi be such that VI =W EB WeV2l • ,,= WEB We"21.
- - -

then it is readily seen that VI C VI ¢::> V2l C V2l . By applying Theorem 3.13 of [2], we thus

find that r min (1 r forms a complete lattice.

Theorem 4.7

=
Let K, KErmin (1 r be supported by VIand VI, respectively. Then K ~ K if and only if
- -
VI cVl .

Note that K- is supported by X+(J I (V + W)/w) and K+ by O.

The following result characterizes ker(K) if K Ermin (1 r+.

Theorem 4.8

Let K Ermin (l r. It holds that ker(K) = POl ker(K) with

ker(K)=X-(J I (V+W)/w)E9Xo(J I (V+W)/w)EBV l ,

- -+ -
where VI C V =X+(~ I (V + W)/w) supports K.

Proof. First, x= WeX2 + W (X2 E JRn-w) E ker(K) (4.5) if and only if K 2X2 = O. From [2, Corol

lary 3.10] we then find that ker(K!)=X-(A 22 I V2) EBXO(A 22 I V2) with V2 =

<ker(C2) I An >. Thus, ker(K+) = X-(J I (V + W)/w) EB XO(J I (V + W)/w) (see Remark 4.3).
- -+

Next, let K Ermin (1 r be supported by VIC V = {WeV21 + W I V21 E V21 C Vi}. Combin-

ing Corollaries 3.10 and 3.15 from [2], then, yields that ker(K2) = ker(K!) E9 V21 and thus that
- -+-

ker(K) = ker(K ) EB VI'

Remark 4.9

Note that indeed ker(K ) = (V + W)/w. Also, it is easy to show that Kx = 0 if and only if

K 2(Lex) = 0, Le. if LeX E ker(Ki) E9 V21 . Thus, X E ker(K+) + pol (V1)' Conversely, ker(K+) +

POl (V1) C ker(K) and hence ker(K) = ker(K+) + POl (V1)' Observe that ker(K+) (1 POl (VI) =

W.
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Remark 4.10

It is an easy exercise to verify that if ker(D) =0 (2.1), i.e. if W =0, then all well-known results on

the set of positive semi-definite solutions of the ARE (2.9a) are recovered [8], [1], [2]. The latter

reference preassumes stabilizability only, whereas the former two papers require an additional

assumption on the absence of invariant zeros on the imaginary axis.

We close this paper with a result that expresses, in a sense, the converse of Theorem 2.3. There,

we stated that for every subspace T there exists a KT Ermin (1 r+ such that for all

XO,JT(XO) =XO'KTXO (2.5).

Theorem 4.11

Let K Ermin (1 r'". Then for all x 0 it holds that her(K) (x 0) =x 0'Kxo.

Proof. [6, Section 2.2].

Remark 4.12

From Theorem 2.3 we know that every subspace T generates an element KT Ermin (1 r+.
Theorem 4.11 tells us that for every K Ermin (1 rt there exists a subspace TK such that KTx =K

(namely TK =ker(K».

5. Conclusions

We have seen that the set of rank minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality can be

characterized by an inclusion and a certain algebraic Riccati equation and we have provided a

characterization of this equation. Moreover, we have classified all positive semi-definite ele

ments of the afore-mentioned set.

If the associated linear-quadratic optimal control problems are regular, then the set of rank

minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality equals the set of real symmetric solutions of

the ordinary algebraic Riccati equation and, in addition, we reobtain the well-known bijective

relations between positive semi-definite solutions of this equation and certain subspaces.
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